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Building at 287 Cuba Street – Felicity Wong 
 

      
Exterior and Interior Images: Felicity Wong 

 
The stealthy demolition of a two storey wooden building has occurred within the Cuba St heritage 
area in Wellington. Covered from view, under a large plastic shroud, the building appears to have 
been totally gutted without a demolition consent. Historic Places Wellington understands that the 
WCC is assessing the extent of heritage fabric destruction, but (appallingly) has no plans to take 
enforcement action. This is the old building at 287 Cuba St. Karo Drive (the controversial state 
highway one through Te Aro) now runs immediately to its right. 
 
Cuba Street Heritage Area is one of the best known of Wellington’s heritage areas and a place 
celebrated for its character and social life. Cuba Street was first surveyed in the early 1840s and is 
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one of the settlement’s earliest streets. It became an important retail area after the first tram 
service was established in 1878. During the late Victorian and early Edwardian era, a building boom 
transformed the street and helped establish the character still visible today with some of the city’s 
most intact heritage streetscapes, containing a variety of interesting and important heritage 
buildings. 
 
The Cuba Street Heritage Area is recognised in Wellington City‘s District Plan and is subject to a 
specific “Design Guide”. The building concerned was not individually listed and was therefore 
subject to the Design Guide and the general requirement for an RMA resource consent for 
demolition.   
 
It appears that a building consent had been issued for repairs and maintenance to the old building. 
The WCC was under the impression that those repairs were being done in association with a new 
building being constructed at its rear. On enquiry to WCC, the response was that the developers 
discovered more borer than expected and were undertaking “extensive repairs” and replacing it “like 
for like”. Certainly the plan for the restored building looks to be a close replica of the old buildings 
style. But it is plainly not accurate to call this a “like for like” “repair” and to fail to obtain consent for 
unauthorised demolition. 
 
The issue is about “heritage” versus “character”.  The new re-build may look very similar to the old 
building and to some extent it fits in with the existing “streetscape”, at least from a design 
perspective. But from a heritage perspective, there’s nothing left! The replacement will be entirely 
fake and takes “façadism” a step further with the old being replaced entirely with a new one. A sort 
of Disneyland replica is created in its place.   
 
Historic Places Wellington opposes “façadism” and recently participated in an RMA Commissioners 
hearing to oppose an eight-storey glass tower being consented on top of the heritage listed former 
“Adelaide Hotel” in Adelaide Road. (See our next article) We described the retention of the old 
façades at the bottom of a huge new building as “urban wallpaper”. What is the meaning of 
authentic “heritage”? HPW acknowledges that it is often cheaper to demolish an old building and 
build a new one in its place.   
 
In the case of 287 Cuba St, the whole of the native timber structure has gone, to be replaced with 
urban wallpaper. 
 
Historic Places Wellington objects to the impunity of developers undertaking unauthorised 
demolition. Where heritage constraints are disregarded with impunity, the developer is effectively 
rewarded for non-compliance and unlawful activity. It reflects a parlous state of civic management if 
no enforcement action is taken in this case. 

   
Historic photo F G Barker, 1929 (detail): Click here for source ref. Right: Google Street view 

https://wellington.recollect.co.nz/nodes/view/477
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Adelaide Hotel, 114 Adelaide Road, Wellington – Felicity Wong 
 

In mid-February Commissioners issued a 
decision about the Adelaide hotel (formerly 
also called the Tramways Hotel), a notable 
building, which is listed in the District Plan 
but not listed by Heritage New Zealand 
Pouhere Taonga. The long-time owner, 
Dennis Parbhu, applied for resource consent 
to totally demolish the building, and also 
made a second application to demolish all 
but two façades and build an eight storey 
tower on top.  
 

Historic Places Wellington (HPW) appeared at the November 2021 hearing (conducted on Zoom) 
and argued for retention of more of the original structure and opposing such “façadism”. Ben 
Schrader described the retention of just two facades of a heritage building as merely providing 
“urban wallpaper”. 
 
Nonetheless, the second application was approved despite the District Plan containing provisions 
that discourage demolition or partial demolition of heritage listed buildings. The Commissioners 
agreed with Mr Parbhu that it was necessary for him to build an eight storey building behind the 

façades in order to “achieve an economic 
development”. 
 
Commissioners decided that retaining the two street 
facing façades was a “sustainable use” of the site “in 
a manner that acknowledges the historic heritage 
values attaching to the site”.  Commissioners 
decided that “façadism” was better than total 
demolition of the building “if a viable economic 
alternative is not available to the owner”. (Image: 
screenshot of the plan). 
 
HPW did not present expert evidence about the 
costings for earthquake strengthening, and that was 
a weakness in our case against demolition and 
“façadism”. HPW said that Mr Parbhu should offer to 
sell the derelict building on the open market, (rather 
than cry poor about restoring and strengthening it), 
something he had not done. 
 
Commissioners also rejected calls by HPW (and 
Heritage NZ) to increase the set back of the new 
tower from the edge of the façades.  They did 
however attach two new conditions to the consent: 

that there be no demolition until a building consent is first obtained for the new building; and that the 
consent be valid for three years only before lapsing, in order to encourage the owner to start the 
work required. 
 
In this case, Mr Parbhu has held out for many years, essentially successfully achieving demolition 
by neglect of all but the two front façades.  
 
We take issue with the Commissioners conclusion that retention of the Adelaide Rd and Drummond 
St façades will “enable the significant heritage values of the building to be retained”. What’s left will 
not be authentic heritage, but a mere recycling of aspects of the old streetscape design. 
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HPW submission on the WCC Draft District Plan 
 
In December 2021 HPW made a submission on the Wellington City Council’s Draft District Plan.  
 
As well as supporting the existing and the council’s proposed new heritage listings, we made a few 
additional nominations for heritage listing: 
 
● Wellington Central Library, Victoria Street and Te Ngākau Civic Square  
● Hurston house, 1 Mersey St, Island Bay  
● Wilkinson holiday flats, 5-7 & 9-11 Grass St, Oriental Bay  
● Newman House, 15 & 17 Hawkestone St, Thorndon  
● Samuel Brown House, 22 Hanson St, Mt Cook  
● Burns Upholsterer, 47-49 Martin Square, Te Aro  
● Coffey House, 230 Oriental Parade 
 
The first two have recently been listed by Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga so we did not 
provide additional information on them. Heritage researcher Michael Kelly undertook some research 
for us on the other buildings so we could provide some historical background. 
 
We also made several other comments and recommendations. If you wish you can read the 
submission on our website, by clicking this link. (PDF copy). 
 
 

How Newtown can retain heritage and increase housing – Richard Norman 
 
Historic Places Wellington is supporting a student project to illustrate detailed planning for a locality 
as a contrast to ‘laissez-faire up-zoning’ adopted by a small majority of Wellington City Councillors 
for the Draft District Plan.  
  
This project is backing advocacy for alternatives by Martin Hanley, Newtown resident, architect, and 
organiser of the Newtown festival (unfortunately cancelled for 2022 because of Covid). On the map 
below, Martin has identified sites along the main roads of Newtown where higher rise housing could 
be built instead of large areas of Newtown’s 19th century character homes being rezoned to enable 
3 to 6 storey developments, not subject to neighbourhood objections, even when they might shade 
existing houses. 
 
Working with Victoria University’s Architecture School, 3-dimensional design software is being used 
to create options for sites which have run-down street frontages and under-used land behind. 
Through the Newtown Fair, Martin knows property owners whose goals to develop could be 
enhanced with active council support for locality planning.  
 
The other image, the beginning of Riddiford Street, near Wellington Hospital, shows how a group of 
older shops opposite the Countdown supermarket could be preserved, with housing behind. Such 
images are being created along Newtown’s major streets. 
  
The project findings will be tested with Newtown residents and property owners during March and 
through to May. Such locality planning is advocated by a campaign named LiveWELLington - 

https://www.livewellington.org/about and supported by residents associations from Wellington’s 

oldest suburbs and architects and designers concerned about the readiness of some Wellington 
City Councillors to remove protections for the city’s pre-1930s wooden houses with no specifics 
about how quality, affordable housing will be built instead. About 80 submissions for the Draft 
District Plan supported this approach, complementing detailed analysis from Historic Places 
Wellington and other heritage groups.  
 

https://historicplaceswellington.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/hpw-sub-draft-district-plan-dec-2021.pdf
https://www.livewellington.org/about
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Buildings along Riddiford Street, Newtown  
 

 
Model of potential housing, with shops preserved – corner of Adelaide, Riddiford & John Streets 

 
 

Peeling back layers of history at the Berry Building (Cuba Street) 
 
Grace Ridley-Smith, manager of the McLeavey Gallery, upstairs in the heritage listed Berry Building, 
provided us with this story:  
 
In the heart of Wellington’s creative precinct at 147 Cuba Street is the Berry Building. Designed for 
the photographer William Berry by architect William Crichton, the building was completed in 1900. 
William Berry was a studio photographer in Wellington from the 1890s to about 1930 and is known 
for his studio portraits of families, soldiers, local business people and more. Boxes containing 
copies of photographs and negatives were found in the Berry Building in the late 1990s and were 
acquired by Te Papa. You can view them online by searching for “Berry & Co” in Te Papa’s digitised 
collection. There is a book titled “Berry Boys: Portraits of First World War Soldiers and Families” 
published by Te Papa press. 
 
Since 1968 level one of the Berry Building has been home to Peter McLeavey Gallery, now known 
as McLeavey Gallery – New Zealand’s longest running dealer gallery. While much of the interiors of 
the building have been changed or altered over time there are some wonderful original details that 
remain, including a press tinned ceiling in the gallery’s main room and a beautifully worn, grand old 
staircase. Nearly every person who comes into the gallery comments on the half-moon-shaped 
stained glass window in the main gallery room. 
 
I joined the gallery in February 2020 when Olivia McLeavey, Peter’s daughter, was going on 
parental leave and looking for someone to run the gallery. In March 2020, six weeks after I started, 
the gallery closed for the first time in its history as New Zealand entered a nationwide lockdown. 

http://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/details/5363
https://collections.tepapa.govt.nz/search/Berry%20&%20Co/results
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During that time I commissioned a photographer to bike past the gallery and take some images of 
it closed up – capturing that historic moment. 
 
These photos, taken looking up at the building from across the road, revealed a hidden secret. They 
showed that there was another stained glass window in the second room of the gallery which was 
visible from the outside, but boarded up on the inside. 
 
More than a year later, in late 2021, with support from Olivia, I undertook a project to uncover the 
stained glass window and replace the louvre window beneath that had been retrospectively added. 
It’s not known why the window was covered up in the first place. Two mysterious doors that lead off 
the first floor landing into the second room of the gallery, which are now boarded shut, suggest that 
the room was at some point split in two halves with a wall bisecting the window.   
 
It was an astonishing delight to find the window in perfect condition and to peel back the layers of 
history in this jewel of a building. The next project is to uncover another glass window which lets 
light from a skylight into an internal room we now use as a stockroom. 
 
Exterior: The recently uncovered window is the one on the bottom left. Main gallery ceiling and window 

 
Main gallery window. Second room: First the builder made a hole in the wall to check the condition of the 
window: 
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Work in progress. And completed: the two sets of windows now match. 

    

 

Past Events 
 

21 November 2021: ‘Ministerial Residence’ visit, Pipitea Street, Wellington 

About 28 members had an enjoyable visit to the Category 2 listed Ministerial Residence (Former) 
located in Thorndon, Wellington. The building has historic significance as the ‘unofficial’ prime 
ministerial residence of Prime Ministers Sidney Holland, Walter Nash and Keith Holyoake and 
residence of a number of cabinet ministers from various parties. 
 
Built for Robert Westley Bothamley (1888-1967) in 1927 the house has architectural significance as 
a design by the architect Stanley Walter Fearn (1887-1976), who was the inaugural winner of the 
New Zealand Institute of Architects Gold Medal in 1928 for his design of the William Booth Memorial 
College building (now Philosophy House) in Aro Street. 
 
The ‘Friends of National House’ put on a delicious afternoon tea for us. 
 

 
 
  

https://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/details/1405
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Sunday 27 February 2022 at 2pm – Working Class Early Mt Victoria: a guided walk 

This was originally scheduled for 13 February, but bad weather meant a postponement to the 27th. 
Jo Newman from the Mt Victoria Historical Society led 20 of us on a fascinating tour of some of the 
19th and early 20th century homes of the working classes who helped build our city and keep its 
cogs turning. Many of the houses they once lived in in Mt Victoria look almost the same today, and 
with help from photos that Jo showed, we were able to imagine their lives behind those walls. 

 

The group in Brougham St - opposite Moir Street - in Mt Victoria (Image: Vivienne Morrell) 

 

Upcoming Events    
 
We hope members will understand that it is a difficult time to schedule any events right now. We will 
advise members by email when we have an upcoming event to announce. This is likely to be 
hearing about the Newtown project (as outlined by Richard in the article above) and archaeologist 
Mary O’Keeffe speak on Newtown archaeology. 
 

Obituary: HPW Member Judith Waugh 
 

Judith Waugh was an independent, graduate woman of learning who 
loved music. Judith was a long-time supporter of HPW activities, who 
passed away on 5 February 2022 after a short illness. 

 


